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Oestion: Which rational homology 3-spheres (15)
bound rational homology 4-balls (QB"s)

History:
·
Fintushel-Stern 180s): Brieskorn spheres bounding (BYs
Casson-Haver

· Lisca ('07): Classified lens spaces and sums of

lens spaces bounding CBPs

· Lecrona ('09): Small Seifert fiber spaces
bounding CRB"s

· + others

R is slice if it bounds

a smooth properly embedded

disk in B

↑



y
#ruction: If KCS3 is a slice knot, then

the double cover of branched along K, 22(SK)

bounds a QBY, namely [c(B%,D), where

D)is a slice disk for K.

Oestion: How can we generalize this construction to links?

Fact: E(S4 is a QSA dettt0

·ninks?
An n-component link L is slice if it bounds a

smooth properly embedded UD
in BY

For n22, detL=0 (in fact, E2(53) is a ((ES'x5)
=>E(S3c) cannot bound a QB

"



· Flinks (Donald-Owens (2)

Alink (is x-slice if I boards a smooth

properly embedded surface F in B" with

no closed components andx (F) = 1.

Note: ·F can be disconnected and unorientable

· If L is a knot, then Lis x-slice a Lisslice

Isince the only surface with one boundary
component and x= is DP

top(Duneld =Owens): If det0 and L is x-slice, then

2.(sic) is a CS3 that bounds a QB",

nainey [c(B, F), where F is a

Aslice surface for L.
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Ex-slice

Let t be an n-component link

· If detLFO and FcB" with OF =L, then x(F)E)

(and x (F) =) => L is x-slice)

· If detL =0 and FCB
" with OFFL, then x(F) =n

(and x(r) = n => L is slice



Construction
..

To show a link is x-slice, can use band moves

# -> =00
& I

If a band moves yield 0... 0
-

n+
then L is x-slice



⑤rection
·Prove [2(52) does not bound a CBY

-

· detee(s) bounds a QBY, then detL=1H, (E154)) is a square.
Diagonalizationtheorem

If E is a smooth, closed, oriented, negative - definite 4-manifold,
then its intersection form Oz is diagonalizable

=>
If [2(531) bounds a QBY, B and a negative -definite
H-manifold X, then 7 a lattice embedding

rank(Hz(Xu-B))
(t(Xu -B),Qxvs) + ( -I)

-florhomology d-invanants
-

IfEc(sic) bands a QBY, then there are at least MEz(53,4)

varishing d-invariants.



· Partial X-slicness obstructions

- Signatures (Donald-Owens

If I bounds an orted xslice surface, then old) = 0

- Fox-Milnor Condition (Florens)

If I bounds an oratable x-slice surface,
then

the multivariable Alexander polynomial satisfies

the Fox-Milnor Condition



3-braid links Pretzel Links

(w) Vitaly Brejers) (w) Sophia Fanelle, Ben Huenemann, Evan Huang,
↑ Weizhe Shen, Hannah. Turner

~-*To.... On*E E
#

Y--

· classify maalternating quasialternating · classify positive and negative
preted links that are x-slice

3-braid links that are x-slice
· give partial classification of
3.and 4-stranded preted links

that are x-slice

these results extend known results regarding the sliceness
of 3-braid Knots and pretzel knots.
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Thanks!
Challenge:

#

Y All links on this pagej

are x-slice.

Can you find band movest- 7- toprove it?C*EEEEE12-bridge Knot)


